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The little town in Connecticut where I was b o m and grow up had two
churches: a Baptist Church half way up steep Pinney's Hill, and a Universalist
Church on a lesser elevation to the West, but overlooking an even more m a g n i f y t
view of hills and valleys. There was a general impression that tho Universalis;s
were snobs who,: fron their lower elevation, nevertheless managed to look down
their noses at the Baptiste. And the Universalista could point with pride, howaver
mistaken, to local, mill-owners and shippers who supported, but did not always at
tend the Universal is t.Church. The Baptists had a sign across the front of their
church which proclaimed that God was Love. This was striking, particularly when
later embellished with electric lights, but ita implications were always much moru
pronounced in terms of missionary contributions to bo sent to Africa than in a
local love affair between the Baptists and the Universelists. Doctrine, as such,
was not the major issue. Most people, I suspect, had little concern with the
minutiae of doctrinal difference.
What separated them was at most a vague theological distinction and family
connection, and felt social differentiation. The most obvious point of argument
and distinction was the church supper that each put on monthly. Any church supper
was a social affair, and people readily attended, without regard to denominational
lines. But who had the best baked beans and tke m?'.t pies and cakeh was no small
matter of comparison, and more than one line of denominational loyalty was re
inforced upon this basis. As I remember, the Univerbalists were usually well
ahead in this regard, but there was one Baptist lady who was unsurpassed for her
mince-meat pies. There was a one time rumor <,hou*'. town, never verified, that her
succesa stemmed from the use of illegal venison and non-Baptist brandy.
I was associated with that small Universallst church and still consider
myself a member of it. Hy association had nothing to do with snobbishness and
wealth, both of which were decidedly absent in my family. And my initial associa
tion had little to do with conviction that the Universalists provided a sounder
and more liberal doctrine. What mainly attracted me was a minister who loved
fishing, and who would take some of us kids along with him periodically.
It was through this minister that I attended a college and theological
school founded by and associated with the Univcrsali3ts. And if there had been a
Universalist Church available when I completed theological school in the dark days
of 193b, I verj iikely would have gone into the Universalist minipt.y and might
have remained in that capacity.
I presume upon your patience with this bit of personal background only to
indicate that if I have any bias in favor of Unitarian-UniversaUst r.erscr,
stems from long and intimate personal connection end affiliation witn both move
ments. I have been eo long in the habit of viewing both as beir.p fundamentally
similar, that r.orger neither excites nor distrubs mj, but only points to a formal
acknowledgement of what I have long been willing to accept.

*Note:

This sermon is printed as it was written for delivery, and has not been
revised for publication. It is published for purposes of information.

There are; it seems to me, four basic preliminary points about the proposed
merger that need to be clearly kept in mind.
First, merger in no way would force a union of existing Unitarian and Uni
versalist churches cn the local level, it has always been Recognized,and there is
no intent that the situation be otherwise, that eVery Unitarian and Universalist
church and fellowship is under the full Control of its own congregation. There
fore, Unitarian and Universalist churches in the same community have always had
the power within themselves to merge or not to merge.
If I understand correctly
there was once a gesture toward physical union of this Unitarian Society and the
Minneapolis Universalist Church. It never amounted to more than a gesture, and
today it is not even a gesture. The Minneapolis Uhiversallsts and the Minneapolis
Unitarians are both strongly bent on maintaining their own argaiiiaxticnal s e p a r a t e e s
and uniqueness, and nothing done at the top national level in the way of merger can
interfere with that right and privilege. In a number of other communities, however,
Unitarian and Universalist churches have exercised local autonony and merged. This
has been the case in such places as Detroit, Atlanta, and Portsmouth. In some cases
union has resulted from economic pressures, as was largely the case during the de
pression years. But in a good many instances it has been a logical consolidation
of forces, in place of a duplication of effort by two relatively weak and competing
organisations. Such merging or non-merging is a wholly local affair.
The merger proposal we will vote upon during the Forum hour on April $th
relates to the national organizations, the American Unitarian Association and the
Universalist Church of America and what during the past few years has been a third
organization, comprised out of both, the Council of Liberal Churches. Full
functional msrger envisages the combining of these with all their various functions
in a new single organization, under some as yet undetermined name.
Were such a merger approved, there would be two places where some change
and adjustment would undoubtedly have to be made at the local level. One of these
would involve determining the name for a local established church. This would be
simple enough if there was but one Unitarian or Universalist church in*a community.
If the designation of the new merged national organization were, say, The United
Liberal Church of America, then the single Unitarian or Universalist Church could
very easily change its name to The United Liberal Church of St. Paul, or Bismarck,
or Duluth. But the matter becomes a bit more involved in a community, such as
Chicago, for example, where there are several Unitarian and Universalist churches.
There, as here in Minneapolis in smaller degree, a differentiation would have to
be added in terms of, say, either of location— The Mount Curve or Downtown United
-jiberal Church and the 50th St. United Liberal Church-— or of time sequence— the
First United Liberal Church and the Second United Liberal Church. The other point
at which top merger would have an impact at the local level, would be in the estab
lishing of new churches and fellowships.
If these were to be affiliated with the
national merged organization, and the merged organization dropped the designations
oi both Unitarian and Universalist, then presumably new churches and fellowships
would be neither Unitarian nor Universalist, but would come under the new general
name of the merged organization.
The second thing to be borne in mind is that the current vote being taken
across the United States and Canada is not a final vote. The results of the current
vote will be analyzed by the Joint Merger Commission, with weight given to the total
number of votes as well as to their distribution, and additional material based on
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this analysis will be sent to the churches and fellowships for study prior to the
Joint Biennial of the American Unitarian Association and the Universalist Church
of America to be held in October at Syracuse, N. Y. Following upon the Joint
Biennial, with its discussion, the Merger Commission would arrange for a final
plebiscite for ratification or rejection ty the churches and fellowships. The
hope is that this final plebiscite for the churches and fellowships would be con
cluded by December 31st of this year so cB to allow for final action one w a y or
another at the annual business meeting of the American Unitarian Association in
May of I960, and at a special and simultaneous meeting of the Universalist Church
of America. Thts, at the local level, we will still have another later vote on
the matter, and beyond that, the delegates to the annual A. U* A, meeting in May
of i 960 will have final vote.
The third point is that in the vote on April $th we are offered several
options. You can vote for merger or against it. If for merger, you can vote for
one of two plans; either complete functional merger of the American Unitarian
Aasociation and the Universalist Church of America, or expanding and enlarging the
present Council of Liberal Churches, which at present represents a federal union
of the Unitarians and Universallsts operating on an administrative level, mainly
in the area of religious education. Besides these alternatives, you can vote for
others: either that of maintaining the status quo between the American Unitarian
Association and the Universalist Church of America; or withdrawal, with both end
ing whatever union now exists between them, and going their separata ways; or,
establishing an interdenominational council of liberal religious groups; or finally,
establishing a committee on cooperation among liberal religious groups.
Of interest, as an example of the various options, is the vote on merger
taken by the Minneapolis Universalists on February 22nd. According to the summary
presented in their current bulletin, 176 voted in favor of merger, 37 against. In
case of merger, 133 preferred complete functional merger, while 60 preferred ex
panding the Council of Liberal Churches. In the event there is no merger, $0 voted
for maintaining the status quo, 3 for withdrawal, 101 for establishing an inter
denominational council of liberal religious groups, and 3? for creating a committee
on cooperation among liberal religious groups.
It is not my desire this morning to repeat the analysis of these options,
which I so recently gave at a session of the Forum. Suffice it to say that there
are such ODtions, and w e should be prepared for them when we come to vote on
April $th.
The fourth point we do well to bear in mind, is more in the way of personal
opinion, but something about which I am rather strongly convinced. Even though
merger does not go through on the top-national-administrative-level— something that
appears to be becoming more and more uncertain— still, the move toward closer co
operation and functional merger of the Unitarians and Universal!sts will continue
on other levels. This is the Taso, and in some instances, has long been the
case in various parts of the country. Thus, for example, there is close and har
monious cooperation in the Massachusetts South Shore Federation. The Universalist
and Unitarian Churches have a joint conference, the ministers have a joint asso
ciation (the oldest in the United States), and the young people ere completely
merged in the Liberal Religious Youth organisation. Most striking and most ex
tended has been the continuing growth of Unitarian-Universalist cooperation and
functional merger, short of legal and formal merger, here in the Western Unitarian
Conference area. Six of the eight sub-regional organizations of the Western

Unitarian Conference are already amalgamated with the Universalists aa Councils
of Liberal Churches* Th$ only reason that the other two are not merged is that
one of them is almost wholly made up of Unitarians, and the other, the Ohio 7al!ey
Conference, is up against the problem of the Ohio Unitarians being divided between
the Western Conference and the Meadville Conference. Beyond this, w e have long
bad joint Unitarian an I Universalist ministers' meetings, ^nd moro recently we
have begun holding jciat Uniocrian.Universalist annual, conferences, This has all
been accomplished with great and continuing mutual regard and rencsct.
In many ways, functional merger is already an accomplished fact at the mid
west grass-rocte level
Soma areas have long been far ahead of the national organ
izations on tho matter of merger, and such close relationship will undoubtedly
continue and develop on the local and regional level. To i.ave merger on the nation
al level fall through, might prove a bit embarrassing and awkward in such regions,
but here in the midwest, I am quite certain, it would not greatly alter (he pattern
of our long established development. If, however, merger were to g & through on the
top national and administrative level, it would strengthen the area and sub
regional developments, for then they woul- be cuaraticg in nn acknowledged over
all framework that would completely fr-r. tnem f*.cm divided loyalties ar..' alle
giances, *?.d wcu-d remove the frustrate a* of sotViinq to ts operating in opposition
to, if net open defiance of, a separation and irdspendp.^c being maintained by the
two national organizations.
Turning now to more controversial aspects of proposed national merger, the
main argument on its behalf is to tne effect that the Unitarians and Universalists
are so fundamentally alike in their outlook and beliefs, and their history is
already so greatly intertwined, that merger is both a natural and a logical cul
mination. True, there were some differences of emphasis bo tween them historically,
as for pvemple, the Universalists being more concerned about the quality of Cod
and the Unitarians being more concerned about the quality of man, but their general
assault was against tho citadel of religious orthodoxy and dogmatism, against the
Calvinism of the day with it?? disparagement of man, its angry god, its eternal
hellfire and damnation, and its Bible centered revel.tion of final truth. In that
struggle Unitarians, such as Chanring and Parker played a mighty part, but so did
Universalists, such as John Murray and Hosea Ballou, As a matter of fact, Hosee
Ballou, who is all too often overlooked b y Unitarians in their reading of history,
was a Unitarian in the tneelogical connotations of that term long before most
Unitarians. He Attacked'tbs doctrine of the trinity twenty yoarj before Channing
preached his famous Baltimore sermon, and he set fornh views about the F a ^ e r h o o d
of God, the Brotherhood of Man, and the Dignity of Human Nature some considerable
time before Parker and others added their voice.
..

tf to.'vea, did not say the f:ra.- t.c*. . f - tniversalism, any more
d.u for Unitarianiem. They r-'ads
hut they were also children
of their time, ynd ot'i^r a d v i c e s have hj .3 no
Fa;- rhe Universalists this
has uaen particularly (rue with resird to the!/ IdstoYlcai central concept, the
w i v e r s a saj.v*.icn of all souls by a kind and l.r.Ting
With developing knowl
edge, both hsaven and hell, as geographical locations, have almost ceased to exist
m men 8 funds, and the concept of Cod as all-cnqu^ring-love has been made almost
as questionable as the conceit of Cod as an arbitrary and angry monarch. The doc
trine of ^he um.iereai salvation of all soul, has bee: made mjaninrless and
irrelevant to great numbers of peep-e. If m o d e m Universallorn were dependent upon
^ i ^ s a l salvation, it would ..idced be on its last leg. For, as
Sha ler Matthews one time said, it would hove to labor under the almost impossible
hanoicap of "having to prove that m e r e is a hell before proving that nobody goes
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That the Universalists have greatly declined in numbers over the pest oentury Is a fact. That this in some measure was a result of holding on, through
sheer inertia as much as anything else, to a central position that was of de
creasing concern end Importance to people, may likewise be true. But it could be
argued that the vast majority of Universalists today no longer press the old doc
trine of the universal salvation of all souls, but are in much more fundamental
agreement with the Unitarians than they have ever been in the past. Both, by and
large, are agreed on such points as — human investigation rather than divine
revelation, reasoned conclusions rather than dogmatic certainties, faith as the
projection of reason and tested knowledge into the unknown rather than as creedal
acceptance, man's fate in human hands rather than in superhuman clutches, the Bible
as a collection of human documents rather than as a miraculous revelation of final
truth from God, and Jesus as an ethical teacher rather than a Divine Saviour. This
is not to hold that all Universalists and all Unitarians see eye to eye on every
point of religion. Certainly not i What is held is that there is a large core of
common acceptance, and where there are differences of conviction and opinion, they
are to be found as much within each group as between them.
In the rising argument against merger, following upon an initial quiet
honeymoon with the idea, protest is being made that there is no auch fundamental
similarity of the Unitarians and the Universalists. Perhaps the most extreme ex
pression of such protest and dissent has come from a Universalist minister, Albert
Perry, of Cincinnati. In an article entitled "The Uniqueness of Universalism" he
writes in part:
"...Universalism is not naturally a religion of reason. Cur
faith is founded upon the most completely emotional base of any
sect and it makes sense only when related to such a foundation.
We believe in love: cosmic love as the creative force and humandivine love as the law of life...the innate and historic mission
of the (Universalist) Church is to inspire love rather than dis
pense truth....
It should be recognised that we cannot achieve in
merger both the intellectual integrity of Unitarianism and the
emotional security of Universalism... Despite a similarity of
names...and superficial emphasis, Unitarianism and Universalism
are fundamentally unlike and it is doubtful if the traditions of
both can survive a merger..."
Were Mr. Perry right in hie analysis, and were this the conviction of any
sizable number of Universalists, then I would quite agree with him that merger
would be pretty much an impossibility. But I seriously question that any such
black and white distinction in terms of love and truth can be applied to Universaliam and Unitarianism either historically or at the present time. With Hosea
Ballou, certainly, love did not preclude Intellectual Integrity, and I am quite
sure that most Univerealists would resent the implication that their concern is
with emotional security and that they can take off their heads with their hats when
tney go into a Universalist church. Likewise, with regard to the "nltarians, in
tellectual integrity does not preclude love, at least human love *u -<rmth. True,
the Unitarians have long had the unenviable reputation of being
iold fish
m the matter of religion and in withholding enthusiasm about any -t.ngar or even
long-time attendant at a church service. If so, it is a h u n m w n ^ 9s s % y no means
restricted to Unitarians, and it is something that with the w : jtn-ge of Unitarian
ism is decidedly being overcome and can continue to be overco;,.! without in any way
doing violence to intellectual integrity. The neat distinction drawn-by Mr Perry
is both unfair and unsound. There are all kinds of people in both the Universalist

and Unitarian churches, and to carry on with the notion that the Univerealists are
filled with love and the Unitarians are filled with brains and ice water, is some
thing that both groups can and should rightfully resent.
It is not only Mr. P e n y , as a Universalist, however, who presses the point
* that differences between the Unitarians and Uhiversallsts make merger unwise, if
not impossible. A considerable number of Unitarians are doing the same. Thus, I
recently received a Statement on Merger from Mr. Lloyd Luther, a member of the
Merger Commission Itself and also, I gather, a member of the Washington, D. C.
Unitarian Church. In addition to Mr. Luther's natpe, listed on the mimeographed
statement are the names of some other forty prominent Unitarians, ministers and
lay-people alike. The statement in part says:
"The Merger movement was launched at the Biennial Conference
at Detroit in 1 9 % in a band wagon atmosphere. The 'Information
Manual' and the 'Discussion Guide' prepared and issued by the
Merger Commission maintain this same general tone and.feeling...
we could easily go into a merger largely cn the basis of good
will and good Intentions only to find not a gain for liberal
religion but a loss.
"We question, first, whether Unitarians and Universalists
are sufficiently alike in their theology and attitudes to assure
agreement on the goals of liberal religion....To point to a few
churches in each denomination that are alike is, in our view,
a poor process of logic by which to arrive at the conclusion
that they are all alike." And the statement ends with the
recommendation that other Unitarians vote for Alternative h
"as a means of preserving Unitarianism and of exploring a
wider area of cooperation amppg religious liberals."
It may be that Alternative h will prove a wiser choice than merger, But
in reaction to this statement on merger, and it is much more in the nature of re
action than a rejoinder, insofar as no one can pretend to know all the factors and
variables in the situation, I would suggest for your thought and additional con
sideration the following:
First, the suggestion that merger, conplete functional merger, might be a
loss for liberal religion is no better founded at the present moment than are the
hopes that it will be a tremendous gain. Whether it will be gain or loss, and if
will depend upon the amount of support evidenced for merger, and
still more upon the amount of good will and good intention that go into the oper
ating pf merger, should it be voted. Personally, I have no expectation that merger
even the most successful merger, would be a world-shaking event. But not to vote
for merger, might be nothing short of a refusal to work for, even to gamble or,
?"ch gains as might be made for liberal religion through a consolidation of re*
sources and a greater unity of effort.
Second, the implication that the Unitarians and Universalists are so unlike
.n their theology and attitudes that they could not agree on the g.-. - of libe-rl
religion is one that I continue to question. There have been d o t e U n i t a r i a n
ministers, for example, who like myself attended a theological sch-.rl cf Univer
salist background and affiliation and were accepted just as "eadit'* L-'to the Uni
tarian ministry as any who went through a school of decidedly Ihi
connection.
3 t m more, Unitarians and Universalists have worked together in the Council of
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Liberal Churches, and what has plagued them has not been a difference in doctrine
or in any basic attitude toward liberal religion, but rather finances and the
somewhat indeterminate nature df the Council of Liberal Churchea, apart from and
yet not apart from the American Unitarian Association and the Universalist Church
of America. Furthermore, if there is concern about the Univerealists being more
theologically conservative than the Unitarians and pulling all of a merged body
in a more conservative direction, then it seems to mo that the concern might morn
properly be that of the Universalists about being pulled in a different direction.
For the Unitarians out-number the Universalists b y more than two to one, and they
have a decidedly numerical superiority in humanist?. If the Universalists are
willing to chance merger, then the Unitarians should be willing to do so from
their position *of relative strength.
Third, I would venture the opinion that it is not concern about theological
differences, whatever they may be and however they may be distributed, that is most
prevalent in Unitarian resistance to merger. Much more pronounced is an enthusi
astic pride in the vigorous and expanding growth of Unitarianism over the past few
years. It is of interest to note, for example, that the majority of names attached
to the Statement 93 Merger are those of people associated with the Washington, D.C.
church and other Unitarian churches in the greater Washington area. That whole
area has had a tremendous growth of Unitarianism. With such growth and the prom
ise of additional gain, what need for merger with the Universalists or for that
matter with anyone else? Are not the Unitarians doing fine on their own? And
would it not be a calamity to give up the Unitarian name, which is so deeply as
sociated with this tremendous growth?
Coupled with this enthusiastic pride is something else— a view that the
Universalist Church is more or less stagnant, even dying. Why saddle oneself
through merger with an organization that over the past century has progressively
declined in membership from some $00,000 to b 2,000; which has launched only nine
fellowships in comparison with the 2b? of the Unitarians; and which last year con
tributed only 21* of the cost of the Council of Liberal Churches, while the Unitar
ians contributed 79*? Would not one be stuck with bailing-out a weak and flounder
ing sister, which would only be a hindrance and a drag on liberal religious growth?
Most Universalists are not unaware, I suppose, of the relative weakness
of the Universalist church. They might make answer that the Unitarians were d w n
to nearly as weak a point just a few years back; that the Universalists have been
slower about evaluating their situation but now have begun to halt the slide; and
that the Universalists are a good way from being so hopelessly dead that they could
not make a positive contribution to merger. Writes one sirh,
"There are problems in such a merger and there will be
others, I have no doubt, but as in any marriage, we cannot
solve them all short of actual union. Through such union, we
will have the strength and combined facilities to solve prob
lems and meet needs, if we have the ability to rise above
misplaced sectarianism and self-centered historical parochial
ism.,.. I believe in our separate strengths, but I hope more
from those strengths combined."
There are some Universalists, however, who strongly resent
. seeming con
descending, patronizing attitude of some Unitarians who cpp-.sc me^cau'^
would mean marrying a weaker sister, or will go along with "cr-e- *
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mainly as a bailing-out of the Universalists Such Universalists stand opposed
to merger. Sink or swim, they will do it on their own. They want no patronising
helo from the Unitarians.
And likewise there are some Universalists who oppose merger because they
view the Unitarians who support merger as only waiting to gulp them up. Writes
one Universalist minister in Brooklyn, Mew York;
"Having read the Study Guide and Manual, I cannot help but
feel that it is heavily one-sided, all for merger. The Unitar
ians beat loudly their drums and they are for the merger, by
and large.....I am against it. I feel the merger will be a
sugar-coated coup de grace for the (Universalist) Church be
cause the Unitarians only speak one language and they are
past-masters about how to absorb. They may be liberals, but
they certainly do not know how to co-operate.,...The history
of the Unitarian Fellowship from beginning to end can be des
cribed as 'we Unitarians are it and have it'."
$o voices rise, and hurt feelings appear, and sectarian jealousies emerge,
[t has all happened so many times in the past that it is a rather old story.
It
has resulted in numerous past failures. What the outcome will be this time I do
not know. Here in the midwest, where we have already developed so much in the
way of a cordial functional merger of Unitarians and Universalists, I would ex
pect the vote for national formal merger to be rather pronounced. There are
numerous other areas in the country, however, where there has been little if any
such cordial cooperation on the regional and sub-area level. Such areas tend to
be heavily populated, and the vote against merger from them may be substantial.
I nyself will vote for merger on April $th. I will do so, not with any
treat expectation of miracles resulting from merger, but out of the belief that
after flirting around and courting each other for nearly a century, it is about
time the Unitarians and Universalists married, just as a matter of public decency.
Uot to do so would be to confess to each other and to the general public that the
Unitarians and Universalists can't even get along with those with whom they most
agree.
In the words of one Unitarian minister, will the picture we present of
ourselves to ourselves and to others "be one of caution or courage, suspicion of
each other's motives or faith in each other, bitter reaction of recriminations of
littleness and meanness or enthusiasm for an accomplishment in brotherhood?"

